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The concept of evaluation in its technical, modern sense is very
recent, dating back only to about 1930* Before that, various types of
objective measurements were used. Although evaluation and measurement
are distinct concepts their development can most easily be considered
together.
Prior to the beginning of the twentieth century there was little
emphasis upon any kind of measurements or careful evaluation In the
field of education. Practically speaking, only the subjective judg
ment of the teacher was involved. There was little sensitivity to the
process by which the judgment was reached, and little concern for the
accuracy of the measurement, and thus little possibility of indicating
achievement by some kind of number or score. Essay examinations were
teacher scored, and grades were assigned prior to 1900, but there was
little attention to the objectivity of such measurement*
The first work in the field of standardized testing is generally
considered to have been done by Rice, who in 1897 published his studies
on the objective measurement of spelling*
During the first two decades of the twentieth century there was
considerable work done with the Binet Scale, originally developed in
France, for measuring intelligence. Also at this time, achievement
tests in such skills as arithmetic and language arts were first developed
1
2
(Stone and Courtiss, circa 1908).
Because of the publicity attending the use of group intelligence
tests during World War I, there was a tremendous growth in studies
involving standard tests by 1920. Immediately afterwards, achievement
test batteries and various kinds of intelligence tests came into wide
spread use by school systems. There was also for the first time during
the 1920's some emphasis upon the use of statistical techniques for test
analysis. Prior to this time very little interest had been shown in
such analysis.
It was during the 1930's that the concept of evaluation as involving
more than measurement came about. In evaluation, the attempt was made
to consider more than just those factors which could be measured by purely
objective tests or scales and to use judgmental and other techniques
with the help of rating scales or other criteria or guides. There was
also an attempt to consider the meaning of the resxVlts of tests in the
light of educational objectives.
Within a given classroom situation, the teacher in our modern
society may choose to use measurements of evaluation for one or more of
the following purposes:
1. To enable the teacher and students to measure more accurately
growth in skills, knowledge, understandings, attitudes, or val
ues.
2. To provide objective evidence which may help to eliminate those
biases which sometimes result from subjective processes when
exact measurement is lacking.
3. To simplify the recording of the data and to enable a meaning
ful record to be kept*
^Ralph L. Pounds, Robert L. Garretson, Principles of Modern
Education. (New Yorkj The Macmillan Company, 1963), p. 326.
k. To assist in the student's self-evaluation and in the teacher's
evaluation of his own work,
5. To provide a method for current indication of the student's
progress and probable success in his course or school work
in general.
6. To indicate individual difficulties or to diagnose the
particular problem which individual students may be facing or
that the class as a whole may be facing. It may help locate
the specific items oa which they need more help. This is the
diagnostic use of evaluation or measurement.
7. To determine, after sufficient time has elapsed, the effective
ness of the instruction.
8. To provide information to be used in the guidance of individual
students. After using evaluative techniques in studying a
pupil's progress, it may be possible for the teacher to develop
remedial techniques to take care of the individual pupil and
his needs.
Evolution of the Problem
The writer was employed as an elementary classroom teacher for four
years and later assigned to the principalship following the retirement of
the former principal who had served thirty-eight years. The writer's
first task was to evaluate the present curriculum and make the necessary
changes in keeping with the standards prescribed by the State Board of
Education.
The writer was aware of the fact that the school did not have a
testing program. He was also aware that the only tests administered
were teacher-made and teacher evaluated. The writer realized that if
the curriculum was to be improved, he must first obtain some statistical
data to find out the academic status of the students, and also, must know
the strengths and the weaknesses of the curriculum.
p. 331.
Contribution of Educational Research
It is hoped that the findings from this study will provide informa
tion which will serve as a basis for improving the curriculum and meet
the needs of the total school population at the Greenard-Watson Elemen
tary School, Buford, Georgia,
Statement of the Problem
The major problem involved in this study was to determine the dif
ferences and correlations in the Intelligence and Scholastic Achievement
of uppergrade elementary school pupils in the Greenard-Watson Elementary
School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967,
Limitation of the Study
The major limitation of this study inheres in the fact that the
tests were used mainly to gather data without any endeavor to identify,
isolate or separate the small percent of known uneducable students
enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia,
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to obtain an over-all picture
or cross-section of the differences and correlations in the intelligence
and scholastic achievement of pupils enrolled in the grade VIII of the
Greenard-¥atson Elementary-High School, Buford, Georgia,
More specifically, the purposes of this research with reference to
the achievement of pupils in grade eight of the Greenard-Watson School,
Buford, Georgia were to determine:
1, The measures of central tendency and variability for*
(a) "Intelligence," as measured by the California Mental
Maturity Test,
(b) "Achievement," as measured by the California
Achievement Test,
(c) "Achievement,11 as measured by average Teachers-marks."
2. The significant differences between test scores and "Teachers-
marks" in the achievement performance,
3. The significance of correlation on the variables of major
subject-matter components on test scores and "Teachers-
marks,"
h. The significant differences of correlation, if any, among
the correlations on the variables of the California
Achievement Test and "Teachers-marks."
?• The implications for educational theory and practice as
may be derived from the analysis and interpretation of
the data collected.
Definition of Terms
The major terms used in this study are defined as followss
1. "Intelligence," refers to the level of mental maturity or
intelligence as measured by the California Test of Mental
Maturity.1
2. "Achievement," refers to the level of pupil achievement in
school subjects as measured by the California Test of
Achievement.*
locale of the Study
This study was conducted at the Greenard-Watson Elementary School,
Buford, Georgia, I966-I967,
Method of Research
The Descriptive-Survey Method of research, employing the techniques
of the Standardized Tests, Permanent Records, Statistical Analysis,
Teacher Records, was used to collect and interpret the data necessary
for this study.
1E. T. Sullivan, ¥. W. Clark, and E. W. Tiegs, California Test of
Mental Maturity. (California, 19S7).




The instruments used in this study were:
1. California Test of Mental Maturity
2. California Achievement Test2
3. Student Permanent Records
Description of Subjects
The subjects used in this study were the boys and girls enroled
in the eighth grade and two teachers of the Greenard-Watson Elementary
School, Buford, Georgia.
Research Procedures
The following procedural steps were executed in order to achieve
the purposes of this study:
1. Permission to conduct this study was secured from the
Superintendent of the Buford City Schools.
2. The related literature pertinent to this study was
reviewed, summarized and presented in the final
thesis copy.
3. Eighteen (18) subjects were selected from the official
attendance records; and subjects were orientated to
the nature and purpose of this study.
It, The California Mental Maturity and Achievement Tests
were administered to the eighteen (18) subjects.
5". The data from the student permanent records were
assembled in appropriate tables for analysis and
interpretation required for this study.
6. The data from the standardized test were assembled in
appropriate tables for analysis and interpretations
required for this study.
7. The statistical treatment of the data were with
2Willis W. Clark and Ernest W. Tiegs, California Test of
tfental Maturity. (Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1957).
^Tiegs and Clark, op. cit.
reference to thes mean, median, sigma, SI, SE diff.,
Fisher's "t", Pearson's Hr", and McCall's "TM Score.
8. The statements of findings, conclusions, implications,
and recommendations, were formulated in accordance with
the analysis of the data.
Survey of Related Literature
A survey of the related literature pertinent to this study reveals
that the whole approach in modern evaluation is quite different from
that of the early history of testing. In the traditional approach to
testing, after the teacher has taught a unit, he usually works out a
test to check on the mastery of the subject matter or skills. This
is not adequate for the approach of modern. The teacher must be
mindful of the evaluative process from the very beginning of the pro
cess of planning of the unit.
Processes of evaluation.—Many school systems throughout the state
have not organized an effective means of evaluation. The traditional
method of testing and evaluating is still in existence.
The process of evaluation is just as important as the matter of
preparing for the teaching-learning situation* Unhappily, most teachers
give little thought to it. Consequently, the whole program of education
is improperly implemented because the evaluation of student progress is
on so limited a basis. We say that we are teaching the scientific
method or teaching students how to think or developing certain character
traits, but we have developed no means to discover if we have been
successful.
The teacher is responsible for adjusting all learning situations
as closely as possible to the interest, backgrounds, and maturity of
children. The teacher is also responsible for evaluation of the
achievement and progress of children, for diagnosis of their needs, and
8
for organizing remedial procedures. Intelligent use of test and observa
tion of children at work are very desirable in placing the work of
children so that they do not face learning situations that are beyond
their potentialities. E^r this precautionary device, the careful teacher
may avert the precipitation of personality problems.
A superior teacher must be proficient in constructing tests in line
with the immediate and specific objectives.
It seems quite logical that any complete program of evaluation
should bring into relief any kind of growth that may take place while
pupils are attending school. In other words, the aim of evaluation
should be to discover what progress had been made in the achievement
of objectives of education - in general and in restricted areas.
Mehl, Mills and Douglass indicate the following general principles
underlying evaluation procedures in developing ways of evaluating pupil
progress s
1. Evaluation should be made in terms of progress toward
recognized goals. These goals may be the objectives
of the course, unit, daily lesson, or activity con
cerned.
2. Evaluations should be made in terms of some starting
point from which the progress of the child is measured.
That point is the achievement level of the individual
pupil when he begins work on a learning activity*
3. Evaluation should recognize the background and
potentialities of individual pupils.
I4. Many techniques and devices for evaluation should be
employed, of which tests and examinations are only one.
5» Evaluation should be of a constructive nature, emphasizing
ways in which the pupil might improve his progress.1
, Marie A., Mills, Hubert H., and Douglas, Harl R., Teachit
in Elementary School. (New Yorks The Ronald Press Company, 1958),p. 32k,
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Theories on intelligence,—This section of the review of related
deals with the problem of intelligence in general and the intelligence
of school children.
According to Lindgren, intelligence is of great importance to
success or failure}
Intelligence is of great importance to the student
for the amount and kind of intelligence he pos
sesses helps to determine his success in school
and indirectly his general level of adjustment
which is so timely associated.with success or
failure in any understanding.
Weisskopf emphasizes that kinds of intelligence differs
Kinds of intelligence differ too. She feels that
"ample attention has been paid to quantitative
differences in intelligence and their effects on
educational needs, but qualitative differences have
been overlooked." Using a subtest of the Stanford
Binet Scale, she examined the thought process of
two school children, at the nine year level, who
differed drastically in the kinds of intelligence
they possessed. The study revealed that the two
children who were from different cultural environ
mental regions differed drastically in abstract
and concrete thinking.2
Kaplan and Baron, hold that intelligence influences adjustment:
Intelligence ability too, may influence the type
and quality of adjustment of which an Individual
is capable. Children of inferior intelligence
for example are frequently over-sensitive, self-
conscious, stubborn, and domineering.3
Henry Clay Lindgren, Psychology of Personal and Social Adjustment.
(Mew York: American Book Company, 1953)* p. 32U. ————
Weisskopf-Joelson, ttKinds of Intelligence Differ Too,"
Journal of the National Educational Association. Chapter kk$ No. 7,
(October, 1955).
^Louis Kaplan and Davis Baron, Mental Hygiene and Life. (New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1950), p. 3.
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Vernon points out that intelligence is a collection of faculties:
Intelligence is a collection of faculties?
judgment, practical sense, initiative...
adapting oneself to circumstances.1
According to Sahakian:
Intelligence can be subsumed under three head
ings, derived respectively from clinical
studies, animal experimentation, and educa
tional measurement. The respective representa
tive definition issuing from these fields ares
(1) the capacity to think abstractly, (2) the
ability to learn, and (3) the capacity to adapt
means to ends.2
Stern, Stein, and Bloom, emphasize comprehension and manipulation:
"Intelligence" is the ability to comprehend and
to manipulate verbal concepts and numerical
symbols, and to a lesser extent, the ability to
comprehend and manipulate material utilities.3
Although no single technical definition of intelligence has been
accepted, the following may suggest a practical connotation of intelli
gence for the educator Stoddard holds that intelligence is a composite
of many abilities:
Intelligence is a composite of many abilities to
learn to group broad and subtle facts with alertness
and aceuracyj to exercise mental control and to
display flexibility in solving problems.1!
Phillip E. Vernon, The Structure of Human Abilities. (Mew York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1950), p. 71, ~" ——————
•■William S. Sahakian, Psychology of Personality. (Chicago:
Rand McNally and Company, 19o5), p. 1*20.
3George G. Stern, Morris I Stein, and Benjamin S. Bloom,
Methods in Personality Assessment. (Chicago: The I^ee Press, 1963),
p. 13.
^G. D. Stoddard, "Intelligence: Its Nature and Nurture," Thirty-
Ninth Yearbook of National Society for the Study of Education, The
Scientific Movement in Education, Part II (191*3). "™~~
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According to Tyler, sex differences in intelligence are observable:
It is impossible to demonstrate a difference in
general intelligence, but there is a tendency
for the pattern of special abilities in the two
sexes to be somewhat different. Boys demonstrate
superiority on numerical materials. Girls were
superior on verbal and perspective materials.
Theories on achievement.---This part of the related literature was
concerned with the problem of the achievement of pupils in the teaching-
learning situation.
Wesley and Adams emphasize the need for successful school achieve
ment, thusly:
In order to secure recognition and praise the
children must have self-confidence necessary to
achieve something worthy of such records. Find
ings projects and activities for the purpose of
enabling students to achieve is an important
function of the teacher. Achievements must have
integrity and they must be of such nature as to
lead to the acquisition of permanent and trans
ferable methods. Setting the stage for achieve
ments is a fundamental obligation of the teacher
can do nothing about the socio-economic back
ground of the pupils, she can do a great deal to
improve equal opportunities.
Clarence C. Martens reports that: many studies of comparative
achievement in various academic areas of pupils from one-room rural
and from graded town schools have been made. The results of the studies
have shown a general superiority in academic achievement of town pupils
over rural pupils. He further states that one of the great weaknesses
of many of these studies has been the fact that no control was used to
Tyler, Leona E., The Psychology of Human Differences. (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 19it7)«
2Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A. Adams, Teaching Social Studies,
(Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1952), p. Wl
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equate the pupils ability.1
Chief pioneers in the testing movement, according to Ross, were:
Francis Calton, Dr. J. M. Rice, and Dr. E. L.
Thorndike, were highly instrumental in bringing
to the realization that human behavior was
susceptible of quantitative study and that
statistical methods with which to carry on
investigation were solely needed. Although
Rice has the honor of being the real inven
tor, it is the celebrated 12r. E. L. Thorndike
that the distinction of "father of. the achieve
ment testing movement is bestowed.*
The unreliability of "Teachers' -Marks. "—The following will deal
with the problem of the unreliability of "teachers1-marks" as found in
the literature. Measurement directly demonstrates the quality of the
pupil's learning, but it also indirectly reflects the quality of the
teacherfs teaching. In the light of measured results conscientious
teachers attempt as far as possible to correct weaknesses in past
teaching and to prevent their recurrence in future teaching,3
Taba emphasizes the importance of outcome in the teaching process
in these words:
After all, one teaches only what one, in some
way or another, is able to evaluate as an out
come of that teaching. If we are unable to
evaluate the growth of integrations and mean
ings and ways of behavior, we are unable even
to form an adequate nation of them, still less ,
to guide the process of learning in these terms.^
Clarence C. Martens, "Eighth Grade Pupils in One-Room Rural Schools




3c. C, Ross, and Julian C, Stanley, Measurement in Today's Schools.
(Mew Jerseys Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19510, p. 30*4. —
%ilda Taba, The Dynamics of Education, (New York: Harcourt-
Brace and Company, Inc., 1932;, p. 185.
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Presented, is the following evidence from an investigation which
shows that "marks" given by teachers under ordinary conditions are
not accurate measures of the abilities of their pupils. Johnson,
Principal of the University High School for the University of Chicago
made the following investigations
In the University High School, "F« denotes failure and the four
successive ranks above failure are indicated by "D", "Cw, "B" and
"A". For several departments of the school, Johnson tabulated the
number of times each mark was given during the years 1907-1908 and
1908-1909. It was noted that in the case of English, a much larger
proportion of low marks (»F» and «»D«) were given than in history.
For the high marks ("A" and «B«) just the reverse is true.1
The teacher whose concept of educational objectives includes
changes in interests, attitudes, and in the ability to think clearly is
justified in broadening his selection of standardized achievement tests
to include standardized tests that measure interest attitudes, and
thought patterns.^
In general, a standardized test is on© that has been carefully
constructed by experts in the light of acceptable objectives or pur
poses; procedures for administration, scoring, and interpreting scores
are specified in detail so that no matter who gives the test or where
it may be given, the results should be comparable, and norms or averages
•%. H. Remraer, and Gage, M. D. Educational Measurement and
Evaluation. (New York* Harper and Brothers, "JL9li3>, p. 120.
2Henry N. Rivlin. Teaching Adolescents in Secondary Schools.
(New Yorks Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1961), p. 32I4'.
Ik
for different age cr grade levels have been predetermined.
When examinations become a little more formal, in that their results
were recorded, they still were mostly oral. The teacher would call on
members of the group, usually a very small one in the one-room schools,
ask a series of questions based upon the assigned material, and then
grade the student in terms of the number of questions which he answered
correctly. These questions were usually relatively uncomplicated and
were marked either "right" or "wrong" as the case might be. No attempt
was made to evaluate the answers in terms of the effectiveness of their
p
presentation.
Using the percentage system, "A" equals 90 to 100 and "B" 80 to 89,
it is almost impossible to report total growth, or even achievement, in
such precise terms.
A clear understanding on the part of teachers of what the different
letters will represent will serve to decrease the variability of
"teachers' marks," Even so, a mark of "A" given by one teacher may be
in respect to the quality and quantity of work the equivalent of a mark
of "B" given by another teacher in the same school. Studies of marks
given by teachers in the same school are almost certain to reveal that
one teacher is very likely to give a small number of "A's" and a large
number of "D's" while another teacher gives a large number of "A's" and
•^■Victor H. Noll. Introduction to Educational Measurements. (Bostons
Houghton-Mifflin Company, 195?), p. U. ———- - —
Ralph L. Pounds. Principles of Modern Education. (New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 38U.
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very few "F'sJ' This difference in the teachers' standards is very
confusing and misleading to students and parents as well as to people
making investigations of school problems in which marks are used as
measures of educational status or educational growth.1
The reliability of standardized test scores,-- Standardized achieve
ment tests have been produced to measure the acquired abilities, capac
ities, and tendencies of an individual in specific subjects. In the
areas for which they have been designed, they measure various kinds of
achievements, such as motor development, memorization of symbols, mastery
of facts, comprehension, mental processes, and attitudes. A well-
constructed achievement test takes into account the specific abilities
and traits required in a particular area and test for those abilities,
skills, and items of information essential to the individual and to
2
society.
Standardised tests make an important contribution to an evaluation
program in that they are accompanied by norms or standards. Furthermore,
they are likely to be better than homemade tests because they are pre
pared by experts.-*
Standardized achievement tests ordinarily concern themselves almost
exclusively with subject-matter abilities. Some of the newer standard
ised achievement test have been constructed in terras of current
A. Mehl, Hubert H. Mills, and Harl R. Douglass. Teaching
in Elementary School* (New lorks The Ronald Press Company, 19£8), '*
p. 390.
2
George C. Kyte. The Elementary School Teacher at Work. (New
lorks The Dryden Press, 19^7), p. 6l. " —.
%enry N. Rivlin. Teaching Adolescents in Secondary Schools.
(Mew Yorks Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 19&T), p. 32)4. ~~"—
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curricular concepts and are, therefore, much more valid measures of
educational progress than are the older tests.
The teacher whose concept of educational objectives includes
changes in interests, attitudes, and in the ability to think clearly
is justified in broadening his selection of standardized achievement
tests to include standardized tests that measure interests, attitudes
and thought patterns.
In general, a standardized test is one that has been carefully
constructed by experts in the light of acceptable objectives or pur-
posesj procedures for administering, scoring, and interpreting scores
are specified in detail so that no matter who gives the test or where
it may be given, the results should be comparable, and norms or averages
for different age or grade levels have been predetermined.
Summary of Related literature
A review of the related literature pertinent to this research shows
evidence of the various authorities who have investigated the problem of
intelligence and achievement of school children, with reference to the
indices of "differences" and "correlations" on the variable differences
according to age, sex and background. The review of the literature
related to the problem of this study which has been condensed to certain
generalized statements, which characterize the concensus of opinion and
research, are presented below under the following captions?
Victor H. Noll. Introduction to Educational Measurement. (Bostons
Houghton-Miffiin Company, 19^7), p. h» —————
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Theories on lntelllynee—The theories on intelligence are
summarized belows
1. Lindgren stateds "Intelligence is of great importance
to the student for the amount and kind of intelligence
he possesses helps to determine his success in school
and indirectly his general level of adjustment which is
too timely associated with success or failure in any
understanding."
2. Weiskopf believess "Kinds of intelligence differ too."
She feels that "ample attention has been paid to
quantitative differences in intelligence and their
effects on educational needs, but quantitative dif
ferences have been overlooked." Using a subtest of
the Stanford Binet Scale, she examined the thought
process of two school children, at the nine year level,
who differed drastically in the kinds of intelligence
they possessed. The study revealed that the two
children who were from different cultural environmental
regions differed drastically in abstract and concrete
thinking.
3. Vernon believes: Intelligence is a collection of
faculties: judgment, practical sense, initiative...
adapting oneself to circumstances.
Theories on achievement—The theories on achievement are summarized
as follows:
1. Wesley and Adams stateds In order to secure recongition
and praise, the children must have self-confidence
necessary to achieve something worthy of such records.
2. Clarence G. Mastens believes: There is a high superiority
in academic achievement of town pupils over rural pupils.
He further states that one of the great weaknesses of
many of the studies made is the fact that no control was
used to equate the pupils ability.
3. C. C. Ross stated! Francis Calton, Dr. J. M. Rice, and
Dr. 2. L. Thorndike, were highly instrumental in bring
ing to the realization that human behavior was suscept
ible of quantitative study and that statistical methods
with which to carry on investigation were solely needed.
The unreliability of "teachers'-marks"—The varied marks concerning
the unreliability of "Teachers'-Marks'1 are summarized as follows:
1. Taba believes: Teachers only teach those things they
are able to evaluate as an outcome of that teaching.
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If they are unable to evaluate the growth of
integration and meaning and ways of behavior, they
are still less able to guide the process of learn
ing in these tersm.
2. Ralph Pounds said: Using the percentage system,
MAM equals 90 to 100 and "B" 80 to 89, it is
almost impossible to report total growth, or
even achievement, in such precise terms*
3. Marie Mehl and Hubert Mills states A clear
understanding on the part of teachers of what
the different letters will represent will serve
to decrease the variability of teachers1 marks.
The reliability of standardized test scores—The research of the
reliability of standardized test scores is manifested in the state
ments to follow:
1. George C. Kyte states* Standardized test have been produced
to measure the acquired abilities, capacities, and tendencies
of an individual in specific subjects.
2. Henry Rivlin affirms: Standardized test make an evaluation
program in that they are accompanied by norms or standards.
Furthermore, they are likely to be better than homemade
tests because they are prepared by experts.
3. Victor Noll statess A standardized test is one that has
been carefully constructed by experts in the light of
acceptable objectives or purposes| procedures for
administering, scoring, and interpreting scores are
specified in detail so that no natter who gives the test
or where it may be given, the results should be comparable,
and norms or averages for different age or grade levels
have been predetermined.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AMD ANALYSIS OF DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data
The present chapter will present, analyze, and interpret the data
pertinent to the two major objectives of this research which were (a)
to test the significance of the Null Hypothesiss
There is no significant difference in student
achievement as measured by standardized test
scores and "teachers1-marks" obtained on
selected components of subject matter area by
the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Grennard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia,
I966-I967.
and (b) to determine the degree of correlation between paired variables
of intelligence and school achievement.
The requisite data for this research were collected and organized
for the purpose of analysis and interpretation under the following
captions:
1. The indices of Raw-scores and "Teachers•-marks," with
their corresponding T-score equivalents,
2. The Significant Difference for Test-Scores and "Teachers'-
marks," with reference to their corresponding T-score
equivalents.
3. The correlations among the components for "Teachers'-
marks" and test scores,
k. The significant difference between the correlation
coefficients for the paired variables of test scores
and "Teachers'-marks.11
5. The Interpretation Summation.
There was a total of eighteen pupils enrolled in the eighth grade
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for the school year of 1966-1967. All of these pupils participated in
the testing program incident to this studyj therefore, distributions
were available for all of the pupils on the two tests, together with
their school grade or "teachers • -marks11 obtained from their cumulative
records.
The data derived from the administration of the two tests and
"teachers'-marks" are organized around a total of twenty-seven tables
and presented as follows:
1. There are three (3) tables which present the basic data on
the intelligence level of the subjects of the eighth grade.
The eight (8) tables present the frequency distribution
of the scores obtained by the group of subjects together
with measures of central tendency, variability and reli
ability.
(a) These three tables present raw scores.
2. There are sixteen (16) tables which present the basic data
on the "achievement" level of the subjects in the eighth
grade. The eight (8) tables will present the frequency
distribution of the scores obtained by the group together
with the measures of central tendency, variability, and
reliability.
(a) Eight (8) tables present raw scores and (8) present
the T-score equivalents of the raw scores.
3. There are four (U) tables which present the basic data on
the "significant" difference between the "Teachers'-Marks"
and test-scores on the four established components of
achievement set up for this study.
it. There is one (1) table of the obtained correlations among
the variables of achievement on the paried variables for
test-scores of these eighth grade pupils.
5. There are three (3) summary tables which will present a
summary of the statistics involved in the computed
"significant differences" and correlation for the perfor
mances of these eighth grade pupils.
The criteria of reliability of the statistics on the various paired
variables of the data weres (a) Fisher's "t" of significant difference
at ninety-four degrees of freedom and one percent level of confidence,
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with a "t» of 2.S8}1 (b) the significance of the "r" obtained was set
2
at a wt" index of 2,58 at thirty-six degrees of freedom and an index
of 3 X S. 1. of rj and (c) the McCall T-Score equivalent3 for the raw
scores obtained.
The performance on the two test and the appraised "teachers«-
marks" of this group of eighth graders will be presented under the
captions of distribution of test raw-scores and "teachers1-marks,"
significant differences on paired variables, the observed correlations,
and the "significant difference" between the correlation coefficients,
in the remaining section of this chapter.
Chapter III will carry the recapitulation of theoretical bases and
research design, statements of findings, conclusions, implications, and
recommendations of the study.
Indices on Chronological Ages and Mental
Development of the Subjects
Introductory Statement
This section of the report of the research will present the descrip
tive data on the mental development and chronological ages of the eighteen
students of the Greenard-Watsoa Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-
1967, with the measures of central tendency, variability, and reliability
for the respective components on the test and various subject-matter area.
••■Henry 1. Garrett. Statistics in Psychology and Education (New
York: Longman, Green and Company, 1953), pp. 213-17,
2C, Milton Smith. A Simplified Guide to Statistics (New York)
Rinehart and Company, Inc., 19l*6), pp. 1Ui
3Ibld., pp. 197-201, and pp. 239-UO.
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Results on the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity (Chronological Age) —————.
The data on the chronological age component of the California Short-
Form Test of Mental Maturity for the group of pupils in the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967 is presented in
Table 1, page 23.
Raw scores,—The scores of the eighteen pupils range from a low of
155 months to a high of 18U monthsj with a mean of 163.65 and a sigroa
of 7.7 and the standard error of the mean of 1,72. Seven or 38.89 per
cent of the pupils scored above the meanj four or 22.88 per cent of the
pupils scored below the meanj and seven or 38.8 per cent of the pupils
scored within the mean class interval.
Results on the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity (Mental Age") "
The data on the mental age eomponsnt of the California Short-Form
Test of Mental Maturity for the group of pupils in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967 is presented in Table 2,
page 2U.
Raw scores.-- The scores of the eighteen pupils range from a low
of 73, to a high of 193; with a mean of 1U2.00 and a sigma of 1.73 and
the standard error of the mean of .ijllu Three or 16.70 per cent of the
pupils scored above the meanj fourteen or 77.80 per cent scored below
the mean| one or 5.50 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean
class interval.
Results of the California Short-Form Test of Mental
Maturity (Intelligence Quotient)
The data on the Intelligence Quotient Component of the California
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity for the group of pupils in the
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TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF THE UPPERGRADE
































the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967, is
presented in Table 3* page 25.
I. Q. Indices.— The Intelligence Quotients of the eighteen pupils
range from a low of 50 to a high of 119, with a mean of 89.20, and a
sigma 8.50 and the standard error of the mean 2.10. Four or 22.22 per
cent of the pupils scored above the mean. Thirteen or 72.22 per cent
of the pupils scored below the meani one or 5.56 per cent of the pupils
scored within the mean class interval.
2k
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES OF TIE UPPEEGRADE SCHOOL
PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH GRADE OF
THE GREENARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
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DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OF THE UPPSRGRADE







































Indices on Achievement as Measured by
Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks"
Introductory Statement
This section of the research report will present the descriptive/
quantitative data on the scholastic achievement, with reference to test
scores and "teachers»-marks," of the eighteen students of the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967.
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Results on the California Test of
Achievement (Reading)
The data on the raw scores and T-seore equivalents on the reading
component of the California Achievement Test as obtained by the eighth
grade students of the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford,
Georgia, I966-I967, are presented in Tables U and $t pages 26 and 27,
respectively.
Raw scores,--The raw scores on the reading components ranged from
a low of 32 to a high of 93j with a mean of 68,50, a median of U9.10,
a standard deviation of 17,86 and a standard error of the mean U,32,
Further, Table k shows that four or 22,22 per cent of the pupils scored
above the mean, eleven or 61,11 per cent of the pupils scored below the
mean, and three or 16,67 per cent of them scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 68,5>0 was equivalent to a grade placement
of 6,9 which was 1,1} grade points below the norm of expectancy in read
ing achievement,
T-score equivalents,— The T-score equivalents on the reading
component ranged from a low of 3b to a high of 72j with a mean of 1*9.80,
a median of U7.10, a standard deviation of 11,0 and a standard error of
the mean 2.70. Further, Table 5 shows that four or 22,22 per cent of
the pupils scored above the mean, thirteen or 72,22 per cent of the pupils
scored below the mean, and one or 5*56 per cent of the pupils scored
within the mean class-interval.
Summary,—The data on the total reading component of the California
Achievement Test derived either from the raw scores of T-seore equi
valents appear to indicate that the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the
Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967 as a group
were substantially below the norm of expectancy in reading achievement.
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TABLE h
DISTRIBUTION OF TIE RAM SCOEES OK TM CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (HEADING) AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPSRGRADE
SCHOOL PUPILS ENROLLED IK THE EIGHTH GRADE OF
THE GffSBNARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
































































DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORI5S ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (READING) AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPERGRADE
PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH GRADE OF THE
GREEMARD-WATSON EIEMSNTART SCHOOL,
BUFORD, GEORGIA^ I966-I967



































Results on the California Test of
Achievement (Arithmetic^
The data on the California Test of Achievement (Arithmetic) as
obtained from the raw scores and T-score equivalents for the eighth
grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Matson Elementary Schools Buford,
Georgia, 1966-1967* are presented in Tables 6 and 7, pages 29 and 30
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TABIE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (ARITHMETIC) AS OBTAINED BI THE
UPPSRGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH
GRADE OF THE GREEMRD-WATSON EIEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967





























Raw scores.-»- The raw scores on the Arithmetic Component ranged from
a low of 59* to a high of 833 with a mean of 68.li5* a median of 67.10,
a standard deviation of 6.05 and a standard error of the mean 1,50,
Further, Table 6 shows that seven or 38.38 per cent of the pupils scored
above the mean, six or 33.33 per cent scored below the mean and five or
28.88 per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class-interval. The
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (ARITHMETIC) AS OBTAINED BI THE
UPPERGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED BT THE EIGHTH
GRADE OF THE GREENARD-WATSON EIEMENTARY













































mean score of 68.Li5 was equivalent to a grade placement of 7.5 which
was one year retarded in arithmetic achievement.
T-score equivalents.— The T-score equivalent on the Arithmetic
Component ranged from a low of 31 to a high of 72j with a mean of i}7.30,
a median of kk*7$, a standard deviation of 11.9, and a standard error
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of the mean of 2.88. Further, Table 7 shows that six or 33.00 per cent
of the pupils scored above the mean and twelve or 66.67 per cent scored
below the meanj none scored within the mean class-interval.
Summary..— The data on the total Arithmetic Components derived either
from the raw scores or T-scores equivalents appear to indicate that the
eighth grade pupils who enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School,
Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967, as a group were substantially below the norm
of expectancy.
Results on the California Test of
Achievement (English}
The data on the California Test of Achievement (English) as obtained
from the raw scores and T-scores equivalents for the eighth grade pupils
enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-
1967, are presented in Tables 8 and 9, pages 32 and 33 respectively.
Raw scores.— The raw scores on the English component ranges from
a low of 30, to a high of 88j with a mean of 66.1*5, a median of 59.75,
a standard deviation of 10.35 and a standard error of the mean 2.U0.
Further, Table 8 shows seven or 38,88 per cent of the pupils scored above
the mean, ten or 55.56 per cent scored below the mean, and one or 5.56
per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class-interval. The mean
score of 66.li5 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.6 which was 1.9
grade placement points below the norm of expectancy in English achieve
ment.
T-score equivalents,— The T-score equivalents on the English com
ponent ranged from a low of 15, high of 91} with a mean of U5.85, a
median of l*U.10, a standard deviation of 20.36, and a standard error of
the mean U.95. Further, Table 9 shows that two or 11.11 per cent of the
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON TBS CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (ENGLISH) AS OBTAINED BY THE
UPPKRGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH
GRADE OF THE GHEENARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFOED, GEORGIA, 1966-1967







































pupils seared above the mean, sixteen or 88.89 per cent scored below
the mean, and none scored within the mean class-interval.
Summary.-- The data on the total English component derived either
from the raw score of T-score equivalents appear to indicate that the
eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School,
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCOR^S ON THS CALIFORNIA T'BT OF
ACHIEVEMENT (POLISH) AS OBTAINED BY THS TJPFERGRADE
PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH GRAIF. OF THE
GHEENARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BUPORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967























































Buford, Georgia, I966-I967, as a group, were marked below the norm of
expectancy.
Results on the California Test of
Achievement (Spelling) ~"
The data on the California Test of Achievement (Spelling) as
obtained from the raw scores and T-scores equivalents for the eighth
grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford,
Georgia, I966-I967 are presented in Tables 10 and 11, pages 35, and 36,
respectively.
Raw scores.— The raw scores on the Spelling Component ranged
from a low of 1*6, to a high 113, with a mean of 7U.U8, a median of
6I4.50, a standard deviation of 11.2 and a standard error of 2.71.
Table 10 will further show that six or 33.33 per cent of the pupils
scored above the mean, nine or 50.00 per cent of the pupils scored
below the mean, and three or 16.67 per cent of the pupils scored within
the mean class-interval. The mean score of 7U.U8 was equivalent to
a grade placement of 7.1 which was 1.3 grade placement points below the
norm of expectancy in spelling achievement.
T-score equivalents.— The T-score equivalents on the Spelling
Component ranged from a low of 25, to a high of 8I45 with a mean of
Mi.50, a median of 37.00, a standard deviation of Uj.00 and a standard
error of the mean 3.U0. Further Table 11 shows that two or 11.11 per
cent of the pupils scored above the mean, thirteen or 72.22 per cent
scored below the mean, and three or 16.67 per cent of the pupils scored
within the class-interval.
Summary.— The data on the total spelling component derived from
either the raw scores or T-scores equivalents appear to indicate that
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION 0? RAW SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (SPELLING) AS OBTAINED W THE UPP5RGRADE
PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH GRADE OF
THE GKESNARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-1967




































the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary
School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967, as a group, were substantially
below the norm of expectancy in spelling achievement.
Results on "Teachers'-Marks"
(Reading)
The data on the "Teachers'-Marks" (Reading) as obtained from the
raw scores and T-scores equivalents for the eighth grade pupils enrolled
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TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (SPELLIM}) AS OBTAINED BY THIS DPPERGRADE
PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH GRADE OF THE
GRBENARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-1967













































in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967,
are presented in Tables 12 and 13, pa;;es 36 and 39, respectively.
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Raw scores,— The raw scores on the (Reading) Component ranged
from a low of 65 to a high of 9$} with a mean of 8l.l»5, a median of
80.50, a standard deviation of 8.66, and a standard error of the mean
of 2.11. Further, Table 12 shows that ten or 55.60 per cent of the
pupils scored above the mean, six or 33.30 per cent of the pupils scored
below the mean, and two or 11.10 per cent of the pupils scored within
the mean class-interval. The mean score of 81.U5 was equivalent to a
grade placement of 7.9 which was .7 below the norm of expectancy,
T-score equivalents.-- The T-score equivalents on the (Reading)
Component ranged from a low of 31, to a high of 66; with a mean of
U8.10, a median of U7.5O, a standard deviation of 11.0 and a standard
error of the mean of 2.7. Further, Table 13 shows that five of 27.78 per
cent of the pupils scored above the mean, thirteen or 72.22 per cent




The data on the "Teachers'-Marks" (Arithmetic) as obtained from
the raw scores and T-scores equivalents of the eighth grade pupils
enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia,
1966-1967, are presented in Tables Hi and 15, pages U0 and I4I respec
tively.
Raw scores.— The raw scores on the Arithmetic component ranged
from a low of 65 to a high of 9$! with a mean of 78.I4O, a median of
71.50, a standard deviation of 9.20, and a standard error of the mean
of 2.23. Further Table 1U shows that six or 33.30 per cent of the pupils




DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES OF "TEACHERS«-MARKS"
(READING) AS OBTAINED BY" THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS



































within the mean class-interval. The mean score of 78.I4O was equivalent
to a grade placement of 7.6 which was .9 below the norm of expectancy.
T-score equivalents.— The T-score equivalents on the (Arithmetic)
component ranged from a low of 35, to a high of 63$ with a mean of 50.35,
a median of 52.10, a standard deviation of 10.60, and a standard error
of the mean of it.12. Further, Table 15 shows that six or 33.30 per cent
of the pupils scored above the mean, ten or 55.60 per cent scored
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TABI£ 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORES OF "TEACHERS"-MARKS" (READING) AS
OBTAINED BI THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS ENROLED IN THIS EIGHTH
' GRADE OF TH-; GRSSNARD-MATSOH EHMENTARY SCHOOL,
BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967




































below the mean, and two or 11.10 per cent of the pupils scored within
the mean of the class-interval.
Results on the "Teachers'-Marks"
The data on the "Teachers'-Marks" (English) as obtained from the
raw scores and T-scores equivalents for the eighth grade pupils enrolled
)40
TABLE 111
DISTRIBUTION OF TH* MM SCORES OF "TEACHERS t-MARKS" (ARITHMETIC)
AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS SNKOLLBD IN THF EIGHTH
GRADE OF THE GREEMRD-KATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967 '











































in the Creenard-Watson Elementarj School, Bxiford, Georgia, I966-I967,
are presented in Tables 16 and 17, pages 1,2, and 1(3 respectively.
Rag scores.-- The scores on the (English) component ranged from a
low of 30, to a high of lllj with a mean of 66Ji5, a median of 6h.5O, a
standard deviation of the mean of 2.1(0. Further, Table 16 shows that
seven or 38.90 per cent of the pupils scored above the mean, ten or
55.60 per cent of the pupils scored below the mean, and one or 5.50
per cent of the pupils scored within the mean class-interval. The
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TABES 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THS T-SCOHES OF "TSICHISS'-I-IARKS" (ARITHMETIC)
AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPKRGRADS PUPILS ENROLLED IN THS EIGHTH






















































mean score of 66.1j5 was equivalent to a grade placement of 6.8 which is
1.7 below the norm of expectancy.
T-score equivalents.— The T-score equivalents on the English com
ponent ranged from a low of 63 to a high of 97j with a mean of l»9.8O,
a median of 51.35, a standard deviation of 7.00, and a standard error
1*2
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF TEP? RAM SCORES OF "TEACHERS'-MARKS" (ENGLISH)
AS OBTAINED W THE UPFKRORADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH
GRADE OF THE GRE1NARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUPORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?




































of the mean of 1.72. Ftn-ther, Table 16 shows that eight or kk»k$ per
cent of the pupils scored above the mean, six or 33.33 per cent scored




The data on the "teachers'-marks" (Spelling) as obtained from the
1*3
TABLE 1?
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORES OF "TEACHERS'-MARKS" (ENGLISH)
AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE
EIGHTH GRADE OF THE GRKBNARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967


































raw scores and T-scores equivalents for the eighth grade pupils enrolled
in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967,
are presented in Tables 18 and 19, pages kk and U5, respectively.
Raw scores.— The raw scores on the (Spelling) component ranged
from a low of 63, to a high of 97j with a mean of 83.95, a median of
89.00, a standard deviation of ll.U, and a standard error of the mean
of 2.76. Further, Table 19 shows that ten or ^$,$^ per cent of the
kk
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTIOI 0? TE RAM SCORES OF "TEACHERS'-MARKS" (SPELLING)
AS OBTAINED BY THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH
GRADE OF Tff? GRBBMARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
































pupils scored above the mean, six or 33.33 per cent of the pupils scored
below the mean, and two or 11.20 per cent scored within the mean class-
interval. The mean score of 83.95 is equivalent to a grade placement
of 8.0 which was at the norm of expectancy.
T-score equivalents.— The score equivalents on the (Spelling) com
ponent ranged from a low of 32, to a high of 61} with a mean of 50.00,
a median of h9.75, a standard deviation of 10.70, and a standard error
of the mean of 2.59. Further, Table 19 shows that four or 22.22 per
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE T-SCORES OF "TEACHIRS'-MARKS" (SPELLING) AS
OBTAINED BY THE UPPERGRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE EIGHTH
GRATE 07 THE GRKSNARD-WATSON EIEMENTARY SCHOOL,
BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?




































cent of the pupils scored above the mean, ten or 55.56 per cent scored
below the mean, and four or 22.22 per cent of the pupils scored within
the mean of the of the class-Interval.
Significant Difference on Scholastic Achievement
Test-scores and "Teachers'-Marks"
Introduetory_Statement
This section of the research will present data pertinent to the
significance of the statistical differences in scholastic achievement
1*6
between the T-score equivalents for the test scores and "teachers•-
marks" in the respective subject areas as indicated for the eighth
graders in the Greenard-Watson School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Significant Difference Between California Achievement
Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks'1 (Reading)
The "tn ratio for the significant difference computed from the T-
score equivalents for the data on Reading based on test-scores and
"teachers•-marks" for the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967 is presented in
Table 20, page Ii7.
The mean T-score for the test scores was ii9»8O, for the "teachers'-
marks" it was U8.10, with a difference of 1,70 in favor of the test
scores. The median T-score for the test scores was 1*7,10, for the
"teachers'-marks" it was 1*7.50 with a difference of .I4O in favor of
the teachers' scores. The T-score standard deviation for the test
scores was 11,0 for the "teachers'-marks" it was 11.0, with no dif
ference observed. The T-score standard error of the mean was 2,70 for
the test scores, for the "teachers'-marks" it was 2,70, with a difference
of ,00 which favored neither "teachers'-marks" nor test scores. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 1,73*
The "t" was found to be 1.6£. This "t" was not significant for
it was less than 2,£8 at the one per cent level of confidence. There
fore, the difference between the two sets of scores; Test-scores and
"teachers'-marks," on the component of Reading was not statistically
significant.
Significant Difference Between California Achievement
Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks" on Arithemtie
The "t" ratio for the significant difference computed from T-scores
U7
TABLE 20
SIGNXFICAIT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T-SCORES OM THE CALIFORIIA TEST OF
ACHIEVEMENT (READIHG) AS OBTAINED BY THE EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS
ENROLLED IN THE GRESNARD-WATSON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967






(Reading) 1(9.80 11.0 2.70
1.73 1.70
"Teachers«-Marks"
(Reading) 1*8.10 ij7.5O 11.0 2.70
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equivalents for the data on Arithmetic based on test-scores and
"teachers'-marks" for the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967, is presented in
Table 21, page U9.
The mean T-score for the test scores was U7.3O, for the "teachers'-
marks" it was 50.35, with a difference of 3.05 in favor of the
"teachers'-marks." The median T-scores for the test scores was U2.75,
for the "teachers'-marks" it was 1*9.10, with a difference of 6.35 in
favor of the "teachers•-marks." The T-score standard deviation for the
test scores was 11.9, for the "teachers'-marks" it was 10.06, with a
difference of 1.8U in favor of the test scores. The T-score standard
error of the mean for the test scores was 2.88 for the "teachers•-
marks" it was 2.57, with a difference of .31 in favor of the test scores.
The standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.8U.
The "t" was found to be .85. This "t" was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of seoresj Test-scores and "Teacher1-
marks," on the component of Arithmetic was not statistically significant.
Significant Difference Between California Achievement
Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks" olHSngl'ia'S
The "t" ratio for the significant difference computed from T-score
equivalents for the data on English based on test scores and "teachers'-
marks" for the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967, is presented in Table 22,
page 50,
The mean T-score for the test score was ii5»85, for the "teachers'-
marks" it was li9.8O, with a difference of 3.95 in favor of the
19
TABLE 21
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T-SGORES ON THE CALIFORIIA TEST OF ACHIEVEMENT
(ARITHMETIC) AND "TEACHERS'-MARKS" (ARITHMETIC) AS OBTAINED 3T THE
EIGHTH GRABS PUPILS ENROLIED IN T?F. GRBhlARD-MAISOM ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, I966-I967












SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T-SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OP ACHIEVEMENT
(POLISH) AND "TEACHERS' -MARKS" (ENGLISH) A3 OBTAINED BY THE
EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS IK TH^ GRE<NARD-¥AT80M ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Scores Mean Median S. D. S. 3
California Test
of Achievement
(English) 142.75 20.37 U.9S
5.20 3.95 .76
"Teachers'-Marks"
(English) 1*9.80 U9.10 7.07 1.72
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"teachers'-marks." The median T-score for the test score was 1*2.75,
for the "teachers'-marks" it was I49.IO, with a difference of 6.35 in
favor of the "teachers1-marks." The T-score standard error of the mean
for the test scores was k»9$, for the "teachers'-marks" it was 1.72,
with a difference of 3.27 in favor of the "teachers'-marks." The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 3.95.
The "t" was found to be .76. This «t« was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of scoresj Test-scores and "Teachers'-
Harks," on the component of English was not statistically significant.
Significant Difference Between California Achievement
Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks" on (Spelling)
The «t" ratio for the significant difference computed from T-
scores and "Teachers'-Marks" for the eighth grade pupils enrolled in
the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967 is
presented in Tsble 23, page 52,
The mean T-score for the test scores was Wi.5o, for the "Teachers'-
Marks" it was 50.00, with a difference of 5.50 in favor of the "Teachers'-
Marks." The median T-score for the test score was 37.00, for the
"teachers'-marks it was k9»lS9 with a difference of 12.75 in favor of
the "teachers'-marks." The T-score standard error of the mean for the
test scores was 3.I4O, for the "teachers'-marks" it was 2.59, with a
difference of .81 in favor of the test. The standard error of the dif
ference between the two means was 5.50.
The "t" was found to be 1.29. This "t" was not significant for it
was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two sets of scores; Test-scores and "Teachers1-
TABIS 23
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN T-SCORES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF ACHIEFEMSIT
(SPELLING) AID »TSACHBRS«-MARKS" (SPELLING) A3 OBTAINED BI THE
EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS EMOLLSD II THE GRSBNARD-WATSON iLMEIfT










Mi.50 37.00 1U.0 3.I10
It.27 1.29
'•Teachers'-Marks"
(Spelling) 50.00 10.70 2.59
Marks" on the component of spelling was not statistically significant.
Indices of Correlation on Achievement
Introductory Statement
There were two main objectives in the treatment of the data of this
research! (a) to determine the significant difference, if any, between
achievement on test-scores and on "teachers'-marks'1; and (b) to determine
the degree of correlation, if any, among the paired arrays of scores
obtained by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967 on the two standardized
tests and "teachers'-marks."
This section of the report on this research will present data on
the obtained correspondence between paired variables for the test scores
and "teachers'-marks."
Correlations on California Achievement Test
Table 2l», page $k, shows the data on the "r" and the standard error
of the "r" between the scores obtained on the California Test of Achieve
ment (Reading and Arithmetic) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the
Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Reading and Arithmetic Factors on the Achievement Test,
the "r» was .78, with a standard error of the "r" of .16, and a »t" of
lj.87, to indicate a statistically significant because it was more that
three times its standard error index as well as a "t" of Iu87. The »r"
itself was positive and was large enough to warrant the conclusion that
the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply
that there is a significant relationship between Reading and Arithmetic
Factors on the Achievement Test for this group.
TABLE 2k
CORRELATIONS AND STANDARD ERRORS FOR SCORES OBTAINED ON THB CALIFORNIA
TEST OF ACHIEVEMENT AND "TEACHERS'-MARKS" BY THE EIGHTH GRADE
PUPILS ENROLLED IN ?F~ GREENARD-'WATSON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-1967
Achievement Test Number"r» S. E. "r" "t»
Achievement Test (Reading)
and (Arithmetic) 18 .78 .16 I4.87
Achievement Test (Reading)
and (English) 18 e81t .llj 6.00
Achievement Test (Reading)
and (Spelling) 18 *?6 .21 2.67
Achievement Test
(Arithmetic) and
(English) 18 .82 ,1k 5.86
The wr" Between (Reading and English) on the
California Test of Achievement
Table 2I4 shows the data on the "r" and the standard error of the "r"
between the scores obtained on the California Achievement Test (Reading)
and (English) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watsan
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Reading and English scores on "Teachers'-Marks," the "r"
was .81? with a standard error of the "r" of .Hi and a »t" of 6.00, to
indicate a significant "r" for it was greater that three times its
standard error index as well as the "t" of 6.00. The "r" itself was
positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated
relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is a
significant relationship between the Reading and English scores for this
group.
The »r" Between (Reading and Spelling) on the
California Achievement Test
Table 2k, page £l», shows the data on the "r" and standard error of
the "r" between the scores obtained on the California Achievement Test
(Reading and Spelling) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the
Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Reading and Spelling variables on the California Achieve
ment Test, the »r" was .56, with a standard error of the "r" of .21 and
the «t" of 2.67, to indicate a significant "r" for it was greater than
three times its standard error index as well as a "t" of 2.6?. The
"r" itself was positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion that
the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply
that there is a significant relationship between the Reading and Spelling
scores for this group.
The "r" Between (Arithmetic and English) on the
California Achievement Test
Table 2k shows the data on the nrH and standard error of the «r"
between the scores obtained on the California Achievement Test (Arithmetic
and English) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967.
Between the Arithmetic and English variables on test scores, the "r"
was .82 with a standard error of the «rB of .llj, and the »tn of 5.86, to
indicate a statistically significant "rj" for it was greater than three
times its standard error index as well as a "t" of 5.86. The MrH itself
was positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated
relationship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is a
significant relationship between the Arithmetic and English scores for this
group.
The Mrw Between (Reading and Arithmetic) as
Measured bx_"j^chers'j-jjjarka" "
Table 25, page 57, shows the data on the "r» and standard error of
the "r" between the scores obtained on "Teachers'-Marks" (Reading and
Arithmetic) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Reading and Arithmetic factors on the "Teachers'-Marks,»
the "r" was .85, with a standard error of the "r» of .13, and a «t» of
6.53, to indicate a statistically significant "r" because it was more
than three times its standard error index, as well as a "t" of 6.53.
The "r" itself was positive and was large enough to warrant the conclu
sion that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the
data imply that there is a significant relationship between Reading and
Arithmetic Factors on the "Teachers' -Marks'* for this group.
The "r" Between (Reading and English) as
Measured by "Teachers'-Marks"
Table 2$ shows the data on the "r" and standard error of the "r"
between the scores obtained on "Teachers'-Marks" (Reading and English)
by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary
School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-196?.
Between the Reading and English variables on "Teachers«-&rks,"
the "r" was .86, with a standard error of the "r" of .13 and the "t" of
6.62, indicate a statistically significant "r« for it was greater than
three times its standard error index, as well as a "t» of 6.62. The
"r" itself was too positive and large enough to warrant the conclusion
that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the data
imply that there is a significant relationship between the Reading and
English scores for this group.
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TABLE 25
SUMMARY OF TH'.;I CORRELATIONS AMD STANDARD ERRORS FOR SCORES OBTAINED
THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT AND "TEACHERS'-MARKS BI THE EIGHTH
GRADE PUPILS ENROLLED IN THE (1REEHARD-WATSON EIEMBNTARI
SCHOOL, BUFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-1967





























The »r" Between (Reading and Spelling as Measured
by "Teachers'-Marks"
Table 25 shows the data on the «r» and standard error of the »r"
between the scores obtained on "Teachers'-Marks" (Reading and Spelling)
by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-fetson Elementary
School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Reading and Spelling Variables on "Teachers'-Marks,"
the "r" was .9$, with a standard error of the "r» of .08, and the »t«
of 11.85, to indicate a statistically significant «r" for it was greater
than three times its standard error index as well as a "t" of 11.85.
The "r" itself was positive and large enough to warrant the conclu
sion that the indicated relationship was significant. Therefore, the
data imply that there is a significant relationship between Reading and
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Spelling for this group.
The "r" Between (Arithmetic and English)__as
Measured by "Teachers'-Marks"
Table 25, page 57» shows the data on the "r" and standard error of
the "t" between the scores obtained on "Teachers•-Marks" (Arithmetic
and English) by the eighth grade pupils enrolled in the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Between the Arithmetic and English variables on "Teachers'-Marks"
the "r" was .52, with a standard error of the «r" of .21, and the »t"
of 2.U7, to indicate a statistically significant "r" for it was greater
than three times its standard error index. The "r« itself was positive
and large enough to warrant the conclusion that the indicated relation
ship was significant. Therefore, the data imply that there is a
significant relationship between the Arithmetic and English scores for
this group.
Significant Differences Between the Correlations Coefficients
for Test Scores and "Teachers'-Marks11
Introductory Statement
The following section of the research report will present data
pertinent to the significant difference, if any, between the correlation
coefficients on the paired subject variables for the test-scores and
"teachers'-marks" respectively, as obtained by pupils enrolled in the
Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967, and as
these data are shown in Summary Table 26, page 59*
The Correlation "t" ratio on Reading
and Arithmetic
The "r" for test scores was .78 with a z-score equivalent of 1.05.
The "r" for the "Teachers'-Marks" was .85 with a z-score equivalent of
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TABLE 26
SIGIIFISANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE COPJSIATIOMS OF THE PAIRED
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, BDFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Paired Variables California Test Scores










Arithmetic 18 1.05 18 .85 1.26 .21 .036 5.83
Reading and
English 18 .8b 1.22 18 .86 1.29 .07 .036 1.9k
Reading and
Spelling 18 .56 .63 18 1.83 1.20 .36 3.33
Arithmetic and
English 18 .82 1.16 18 .52 .58 .58 .036
6.11
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1.26. The difference between the two "z's" was .21. The "t" ratio was
found to be £.83. This "t" was significant for it was more than 2.58
at one per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the difference between
the two "r's" on reading and arithmetic for the achievement test and
'•teachers'-marks'1 was significant.
The Correlation "t" ratio on
Reading and English
The "r" for test scores was ,81|, with a z-score equivalent of 1,22.
The "r" for the "Teachers'-Marks" was .86 with a z-score equivalent of
1.29. The difference between the two z-scores was .07. The "tn ratio
was found to be l,9h* This "t" was not significant for it was less
than 2.58 at one per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the dif
ference between the two "r's" on reading and English for the achieve
ment test and "Teachers'-Marks" was not significant.
The Correlation "t" ratio on
Reading and Spelling
The "r" for test scores was .56, with a z-score equivalent of
.63. The «r" for the "Teachers'-Marks" was 1.20. The difference between
the two z's was 1,20. The »t» ratio was found to be 3.33. This "t"
was significant for it was more than 2,58 at one per cent level of con
fidence. Therefore, the difference between the two "r's" on reading
and spelling for the achievement test and "Teachers'-Marks" was signif
icant.
The Correlation "t" ratio on
Arithmetic and English
The "r" for test scores was .82, with a s-score equivalent of 1.16.
The "r" for the "Teachers'-Marks" was .52, with a z-score equivalent
of .58. The difference between the two z-score equivalent of .58,
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The "t" ratio was found to be 6.11. This «t« was significant for it
was more than 2,58 at one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
the difference between the two "r's" arithmetic and English for the
achievement test and "Teachers'-Marks" was significant.
Interpretative Summaries
Organization
All the quantitative measures basic to the analysis and interpre
tation of the data presented throughout this chapter as shown in
Tables 1 through 26, are summarized in Table 27, page 62, for the
indicated performance of the eighth grade students of the Greenard-
Watson School with reference to the test scores and "Teachers'-Marks"
achievement indices on?










The "Interpretative Summaries" of the findings of this research
are consolidated for each test component for these eighth grade subjects.
Interpretative Summary on Achievement
Reading
The data on the California Test of Achievement, as presented in
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TABIE 27
SMART OF THE DATA ON TIE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND "TEACHERS*-MARKS"
FOR THE EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS OW THE OREENARIMfATSOH ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL^ BTFORD, GEORGIA, 1966-196?
Test - Scores "Teachersf-Marks
Subjects Mean Sigma S. E. m G. P. Mean Sigma S. E. m. G. P. ' »t"
Reading 68.50 17.86 h,32 7.0 8lJ45 8.66 2.11 7.9 5.83
Arithmetic 68.li5 6.05 1.50 7.5 78.50 9.20 2.23 7.6 le9k
English 66J45 10.35 2.to> 6.6 66.!45 10.35 2.1|0 6.8 3.33
Spelling Jk.kB 11.20 2.71 7.2 83.95 11.39 2.76 8.0 6.11
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Summary Table 27, page 62, may be summarized and interpreted as pre
sented under the respective captions below.
1. In terms of the grade placements (a) the mean score on
the Achievement test showed that the eighth grade students
were below the norm of expectancy in Reading with a grade-
placement of 7.0 for the group, respectively.
2. There was significant difference between the Test scores and
"Teachers"-Marks" on the component of Reading. The "t"
for these scores was significant for it was more than 2.58
at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore, there
was significant difference on Reading performance for these
students.
Interpretative Summary on California Test
of Achievement (Arithmetic)
The data on the California Test of Achievement as presented in
Summary Table 27, page 62, may be summarized and interpreted as pre
sented under the respective captions below.
1. In terms of the grade placements (a) the mean score on
the Achievement test showed that the eighth grade students
were below the norm of expectancy in Arithmetic with a
grade placement of 7.5 for the group, respectively.
2. There was not significant difference between the Test scores
and "Teachers•-Marks" on the component of Arithmetic. The
"t" for these scores was not significant for it was less
than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
there was not significant difference on Arithmetic perfor
mance for these students.
Interpretative Summary on California^ Test
of Achievement (English) ——
The data on the California Test of Achievement as presented in
Summary Table 27, page 62, may be summarized and interpreted as pre
sented under the respective captions below.
1. In terms of the grade placement1 (a) the mean score on the
Achievement Test showed that the eighth grade students were
below the norm of expectancy in English with a grade place
ment of 6.6 for the group, respectively,
2. There was significant difference between the Test scores and
"Teachers'-Marks" on the component of English. The "t"
for these scores was significant for it was more than
2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. There
fore, there was significant difference on English per
formance for these students.
Interpretative Summary on California, Test
of Achievement '(SpellingJ """"
The data on the California Test of Achievement as presented in
Summary Table 27, page 62, may be summarized as presented under the
respective captions below.
1* The terms of grade placement: (a) the mean score on the
Achievement Test showed that the eighth grade students were
below the norm of expectancy in Spelling with a grade place
ment of 7.2 for the group, respectively.
2. There was significant difference between the Test scores
and "Teachers'-Marks" on the component of Spelling. The
"tM for these scores was significant for it was more than
2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence. Therefore,
there was significant difference on Spelling performance
for these students.
Interpretative Summary on Correlation
The data on the correlations and statistical difference of correla
tions of% reading and arithmetic, reading and English, reading and
spelling, arithmetic and English for achievement test scores and
"Teachers'-Marks" obtained by the eighth grade students of the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967, presented in Table
26, page ^9, may be summarized as follows:
The Correlation "t" ratio of Reading and
Arithmetic
The correlation data of reading and arithmetic were as follows:
On the California Test of Achievement, an "r" of .78 and a
z-score equivalent of l«05j on "Teachers'-^arks" an "r" of
.85 and a z-score equivalent of 1.26. The S. E. of z-scores
.036 to indicate a "t" of 5.83 which was significant because
it was more than 2.58 at the one per cent level of confidence.
(6
The Correlation Mt» ratio of Reading
and English
The correlation data of reading and English were as follows?
On the California Test of Achievement an "r" .81* and a
z-score equivalent of 1.22 j on "Teachers'-Marks" an "r"
of .86 and a z-score equivalent of 1.29. The S. E. of
z-scores was .036 to indicate a "t« of 1.9h which was
not significant because it was less than 2.58 at the
one per cent level of confidence.
The Correlation "t" ratio of Reading
and Spelling """"
The correlation data of reading and spelling were as followss
On the California Test of Achievement an "r" of .56 and
a z-score equivalent of ,63$ on "Teachers'-Marks1' an "r"
of .95 and a z-score equivalent of 1.83. The S. E. of
z-scores was .036 to indicate a "t" of 3.33 which was
significant because it was more than 2.58 at the one per
cent level of confidence.
The Correlation "t" ratio of Arithmetic
ajnd_English '
The correlation data of Arithmetic and English were as follows:
On the California Test of Achievement an "rM of .82 and a
z-score equivalent of I.l6j on "Teachers'-Marks" an "r" of
.52 and a z-score equivalent of .58. The S. E, of z-scores
was .036 to indicate a «t« of 6.11 which was significant




Recapitulation of the Theoretical Basis
of the Study-
Rationale
The concept of evaluation in its technical, modern sense is very
recent, dating back only to about 1930. Before that, various types of
objective measurements were used. Although evaluation and measurement
are distinct concepts their development can most easily be considered
together*
Prior to the beginning of the twentieth century there was little
emphasis upon any kind of measurements or careful evaluation in the
field of education. Practically speaking, only the subjective judgment
of the teacher was involved. There was little sensitivity to the
process by which the judgment was reached, and little concern for the
accuracy of the measurement, and thus little possibility of indicating
achievement by some kind of number or score. Essay examinations were
teacher scored, and grades were assigned prior to 1900, but there was
little attention to the objectivity of such measurement.
The first work in the field of standardized testing is generally
considered to have been done by Rice, who in 1897 published his studies
on the objective measurement of spelling.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century there was
considerable work done with the Binet Scale, originally developed in
France, for measuring intelligence. Also at this time, achievement tests
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in such skills as arithmetic and language arts were first developed
(Stone and Gourtiss, Ciros 1908).
Because of the publicity attending the use of group intelligence
tests during World War I, there was a tremendous growth in studies in
volving standard tests by 1920. Immediately afterwards, achievement
test batteries and various kinds of intelligence tests came into wide
spread use by school systems. There was also for the first time during
the I920's some emphasis upon the use of statistical techniques for test
analysis. Prior to this time very little interest had been shown in such
analysis.
It was during the 1930's that the concept of evaluation as involving
more than measurement came about. In evaluation, the attempt was made
to consider more than just those factors which could be measured by purely
objective tests or scales and to use judgmental and other techniques with
the help of rating scales or other criteria or guides. There was also an
attempt to consider the meaning of the results of tests in the light of
educational objectives.
Within a given classroom situation, the teacher in our modern society
may choose to use measurements of evaluation for one or more of the follow
ing purposess
1. To enable the teacher and students to measure more accurately
growth in skills, knowledge, understandings, attitudes, or
values.
2. To provide objective evidence which may help to eliminate those
Ralph L. Pounds, Robert L. Garretson, Principles of Modern
Education. (Mew York; The Macmillan Company, 1963), p. 3261
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biases which sometimes result from subjective processes when
exact measurement is lacking.
3. To simplify the recording of the data and to enable a
meaningful record to be kept.
l(. To assist in the student's self-evaluation and in the
teacher's evaluation of his own work.
£. To provide a method for current indication of the student's
progress and probable success in his course or school work
in general.
6. To indicate individual difficulties or to diagnose the
particular problem which individual students may be facing
or that the class as a whole may be facing. It may help
locate the specific items on which they need more help.
This is the diagnostic use of evaluation or measurement.
7. To determine, after sufficient time has elapsed, the
effectiveness of the instruction.
8. To provide information to be used in the guidance of
individual students. After using evaluative techniques
in studying a pupil's progress, it may be possible for
the teacher to develop remedial techniques to take care
of the individual pupil and his needs#I
Bvolution of the Problem
The writer was employed as an elementary classroom teacher for four
years and later assigned to the prineipalship following the retirement
of the former principal who had served thirty-eight years. The writer's
first task was to evaluate the present curriculum and make the necessary
changes in keeping with the standards prescribed by the State Board of
Education.
The writer was aware of the fact that the school did not have a
testing program. He was also aware that the only tests administered
were teacher made and teacher involved. The writer realized that if
the curriculum was to be improved, he must first obtain some statistical
., p. 331.
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data to find out the academic status of the students, and also, must
know the strengths and weaknesses of the curriculum.
Contribution of Educational Research
It is hoped that the findings from this study will provide informa
tion which will serve as a basis for improving the curriculum and meet
the needs of the total school population at the Greenard-Watson Elemen
tary School, Buford, Georgia.
Statement of the Problem
The major problem involved in this study was to determine the dif
ferences and correlations in the intelligence and scholastic achievement
of uppergrade elementary school pupils in the Greenard-Watson Elemen
tary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967.
Purpose of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to obtain an over-all picture
or cross-section of the differences and correlations in the intelligence
and scholastic achievement of pupils enrolled in the grade VIII of the
Greenard-Watson Elementary-High School, Buford, Georgia.
More specifically, the purposes of this research with reference to
the achievement of pupils in grade eight of the Greenard-Watson School,
Buford, Georgia were to determines
1. The measures of central tendency and variability for 2
(a) "Intelligence," as measured by the California
Mental Maturity Test.
(b) "Achievement," as measured by the California
Achievement Test.
(c) "Achievement," as measured by average "Teachers'-
Marks."
2. The significant differences between test scores and
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"Teachers'-Marks" in the achievement performance.
3. The significance of correlation on the variables of
major subject-matter components on test scores and
"Teachers«-Marks."
h» The significant differences of correlations, if any,
among the correlations on the variables of the
California Achievement Test and "Teachers'-Marks."
$, The implications for educational theory and practice
as may be derived from the analysis and interpretation
of the data collected.
Limitation of the Study
The major limitations of this study inheres in the fact that the
tests were used mainly to gather data without any endeavor to identify,
isolate or separate the small percent of known unedueable students en
rolled in the Greenard-Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia,
Definiton of Terms
The major terras used in this study are defined as follows:
1. "Intelligence," refers to the level of mental maturity
or intelligence as measured by the California Test of
Mental Maturity.1
2. "Achievement," refers to the level of pupil achievement
in school subjects as measured by the California Test of
Achievement.
Recapitulation of the Research-Design
of the Study
The significant aspects of the research-design of this study are
outlined below under the appropriate data-captions.
1. Locale and Period - This study was conducted in the Greenard-
1E. T. Sullivan, ¥. ¥. Clark, and E. ¥. Tiegs, California Test
of Mental Maturity. (California, 1957).
2Srnest ¥. Tiegs and ¥. ¥. Clark, California Achievement Test.
(California, 1957).
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Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967,
during the second sementer of the school year.
2, Method ofjtesgarch - The Descriptive-Survey Method of
research, employing the technique of the Standardized
Test, Permanent Records, Statistical Analysis, was used
to collect and interpret the data necessary for this
study.
3* Subjects - The subjects involved in this study were
eighteen (18) eighth grade students in the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, I966-I967.
it. Instruments - The instruments used in this research
were* laT"California Test of Mental Maturity (b)
California Achievement Test, and (c) Permanent
Records of "Teachers»-Marks."
$, The Criteria of Reliability - The "Criteria of
Reliability" for the statistics of the various
paired variables of the data weres Fisher's "t"
of 2. £8 at the one (.01) per cent level of con
fidence and the accuracy and authenticity of
"Teachers'-Marks" recorded on the permanent
record cards,
6. Research Procedure - The following procedural steps
were executed in order to achieve the purposes of this
studyt
a) Permission to conduct this study was secured from
the Superintendent of the Buford City Schools.
b) The related literature pertinent to this study was
reviewed, summarized and presented in the final
thesis copy,
c) Eighteen (18) subjects were selected from the official
attendance records| and subjects were orientated to
the nature and purpose of this study,
d) The California Mental Maturity and Achievement Tests
were administered to the eighteen (18) subjects,
e) The data from the student personnel records were
assembled in appropriate tables for analysis and
interpretation required for this study.
f) The data from the standardized test were assembled
in appropriate tables for analysis and interpreta
tions required for this study.
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g) The statistical treatment of the data were with
reference to the: mean, median, SE, SE difference,
sigma, Fisher's "t," Pearson's "r," and McCall's
"Tn Score.
h) The findings, conclusions, implications and
recommendations were made in accordance with the
analysis of the data.
Summary of Related Literature
Introductory Statement
A review of the related literature pertinent to this research shows
evidence of the various authorities who have investigated the problem
of intelligence and achievement of school children, with reference to
the indices of "differences" and "correlations" on the variable dif
ferences according to age, sex and background. The review of the
literature related to the problem of this study has been condensed to
certain generalized statements, which characterize the concensus of
opinion and research, are presented below under the following captionss
Theories on Intelligence
The theories on intelligence are summarized below:
1. Lindgren stated.* "Intelligence is of great importance
to the student for the amount and kind of intelligence
he possesses helps to determine his success in school
and indirectly his general level of adjustment which
is so timely associated with success or failure in any
understanding."
2. Weisskopf believes? "Kinds of intelligence differ
too." She feels that "ample attention has been paid
to quantitative differences in intelligence ana their
effects on educational needs, but quantitative dif
ferences have been overlooked." Using a subtest of
the Stanford Binet Scale, she examined the thought
process of two school children, at the nine year
level, who differed drastically in the kinds of in
telligence they possessed. The study revealed that
the two children who were from different cultural
environmental regions differed drastically in ab
stract and concrete thinking.
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3. Vernon believes? Intelligence is a collection of faculties:
judgment, practical sense, initiative,,., adapting oneself
to circumstances.
Theories of Achievement
The theories on achievement are summarised as followss
1. Wesley and'Adams stated? In order to secure recognition
and praise, the children must have self-confidence necessary
to achieve something worthy of such records.
2. Clarence G. Martens believes: There is a high superiority
in academic achievement of town pupils over rural pupils.
He further states that one of the great weaknesses of
many of the studies made is the fact that no control was
used to equate the pupils ability,,
3. C. C, Ross stated! Francis Calton, Dre J. M, Rice, and Dr.
E. L. Thorndike, were highly instrumental in bringing to
the realization that human behavior was susceptible of
quantitative study and that statistical methods with which
to carry on investigation were solely needed.
The Unreliability of "Teachers'-Marks"
The varied marks concerning the unreliability of "Teachers"Harks"
are summarized as follows:
1. Taba believes? Teachers only teach those things they
are able to evaluate as an outcome of that teaching. If
they are unable to evaluate the growth of integration and
meaning and ways of behavior, they are still less able to
guide the process of learning in these terms.
2. Ralph Pounds saids Using the percentage system, "A" equals
90 to 100 "B" 80 to 89, it is almost impossible to report
total growth, or even achievement, in such precise terms.
3. Marie Mehl and Hubert Mills states A clear understanding
on the part of teachers of what the different letters will
represent will serve to decrease the variability of "Teachers1'
Marks."
The Reliability of Standardized Test Scores
The research of the reliability of standardized test scores is
manifested in the statements to follows
7l4
1, George C, Kyte statess Standardized test have been produced
to measure the acquired abilities, capacities, and tendencies
of an individual in specific subjects,
2, Henry Rivlin affirms: Standardized test make an evaluation
program in that they are accompanied by norms or standards.
Furthermore, they are likely to be better than homemade tests
because they are prepared by experts,
3, Victor Noll states: A standardized test is one that has been
carefully constructed by experts in the light of acceptable
objectives or purposes; procedures for administering, scoring,
and interpreting scores are specified in detail so that no
matter who gives the test or where it may be given, the results
should be comparable, and norms or averages for different age
or grade levels have been predetermined.
Summary of Basic Findings
Introductory Statement
The summary of the basic findings of this research dealing with
the significant difference and correlation, if any, in achievement
on reading, arithmetic, English and spelling between test scores and
"teachers1 -•marks11 for the eighth grade students of the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, Buford, Georgia, 1966-1967, is presented below under
the appropriate data captions.
Chronological Ages Table 1
With reference to the age of the eighteen students of the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School involved in this study, the mean was 163.65,
a standard deviation of 7.1 and a standard error of the mean of
1.72.
California Test of Mental Maturity Table 2
(Mental Ages) *""""
With reference to the age of the eighteen students of the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School involved in this study, the mean was lli2«0,
a standard deviation of 7»1 and a standard error of the mean of .klk,
California Test of Mental Maturity Table 3
IntelligenceQuotients
With reference to the I, Q's of the eighteen students of the Greenard-
Watson Elementary School involved in this study, the mean was 89.20,
a standard deviation of 8,?0 and a standard error of the mean of 2,10.
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California Achievement Test Table ij
(Reading) "
With reference to the performance in readings a mean of 68.50, a
median of lt9.lO, a standard deviation of 17.86, and a standard
error of the mean of Iu32. The mean of 68.50 indicated a grade
placement of 7.0.
California Achievement Test Table 5
(Reading T-ScoresT "~*
With reference to the T-score equivalents on the reading components
a mean of U9.8O, a median of li7.10, a standard deviation of 11.0 and
a standard error of the mean of 2.70.
California Achievement Test Table 6
(Arithmetic) " "
With reference to the performance in Arithmetics a mean of 68.b5,
a median of 67.10, a standard deviation of 6.05, and a standard
error of the mean of 1,50. The mean of 68.1*5 indicated a grade
placement index of 7.5.
California Achievement Test Table 7
(Arithmetic T-ScoresJ ~~~"
With reference to the T-seore equivalents on the Arithmetic components
a mean of l»9.3O, a median of Uu50, a standard deviation of 11.9 and
a standard error of the mean of 2.7.
California Achievement Test Table 8
(English)
With reference to the performance in English* a mean of 66.1(5, a
median of 59.75, a standard deviation of 10.35, and a standard
error of the mean of 2.1t0. The mean of 66.1(5 indicated a grade
placement index of 6.6.
California Achievement Test Table 9
English T-Scores)
The T-score equivalents on the English components a mean of U5.85,
a median of Wi.10, a standard deviation of 20.37, and a standard
error of the mean of h»9$»
California Achievement Test Table 10
(Spelling)
With a reference to the performance in spellings a mean of 7lj.l»8,
a median of 6lu50, a standard deviation of 11.2, and a standard
error of the mean of 2.71. The mean of 7I1.I48 indicated a grade





With reference to the T-score equivalents on the spelling com
ponents a mean of lilt.50, a median of 37.00, a standard deviation
of lit.00, and a standard error of the mean of 3.h0.
'^Teachers'-Marks" on Reading Table 12
With reference to "Teachers'-Marks" on readings a mean of 8l.!i$,
a median of 80.50, a standard deviation of 8.66, and a standard




With reference to the T-score equivalents of "Teachers'-Marks" on
readings a mean of I48.IO, a median of l}7.50, a standard deviation
of 11.0 and a standard error of the mean of 2.70.
"Teachers•-Marks" on Arithmetic Table llj
With reference to "Teachers'-Marks" on arithmetics a mean of 78.b0,
a median of 71.50, a standard deviation of 9.20, and a standard error




With reference to the T-score equivalents of "Teachers'-Marks" on
arithmetics a mean of 50.35, a median of 52.10, a standard devia
tion of 10.60, and a standard error of the mean of Lj.12.
"Teachers'-Marks" on English
Table 16
With reference to "Teachers'-Marks" on English? a mean of 66.15,
a median of 6U.5O, a standard deviation of 10.35, and a standard




With reference to the T-score equivalents of "Teacher'-Marks" on
English: a mean of 1*9.80, a median of 51.35, a standard deviation
of 7.00, and a standard error of the mean of 1.72.
"Teachers'-Marks" on Spelling
Table 18
With reference to "Teachers'-Marks" on spellings a mean of 83.95,
a median of 89.00, a standard deviation of 11.39, and a standard
error of the mean of 2.76.
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"Teachers' -Marks^on Spelling Table 19
With reference to the T-score equivalents of "Teachers'-Marks" on
spellings a mean of 50.00, a median of 149.75, a standard deviation
of 10.70, and a standard error of the mean of 2.59.
Test Variables
thejCalifornia Achievement Table
The correlations for the California Achievement Test scores on the
paired variables of achievement were:
a) Reading and Arithmetic: "r" of .78 with a S. E. of "r"
of .16 and a »t» of U.B7«
b) Reading and English? "r» of .8U with a S. E. of "r"
of .lit and a "t» of 6.00.
c) Reading and Spellings «r» of .56 with a S. E. of »r»
of .21 and a »t» of 2.67.
d) Arithmetic and English* tfr" of .82 with a S. E. of "r"
of .21 and a "t" of 5.86.
All of the correlations (»r«s») were statistically significant.
Correlations on Achievement Variables
(Based on "feachegJ1-Marks")~~~
Table 25
The correlations on the "teachers'-marks" on the paired variables
of school achievements were:
a) Reading and Arithmetics »r" of .85 with a S. E. of "r"
of .13 and a »t" of 6.53.
b) Reading and English: "r" of .86 with a S. E. of "r" of
.13 and a »tM of 6.62.
e) Reading and Spellings »r» of .95 with a S. E. of "r» of
.08 and a "t» of 11.85.
d) Arithmetic and English; "r" of .?2 with aSJ. of "r«
of .21 and a "t» of 2.1»7.
All of the correlations ("r's") were statistically significant.
Significant Differences Between the
Correlation on Achievement
Table 26
The differences between the correlations on the paired variables
of achievement as measured by the California Achievement Test
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and "Teachers'-Marks" were as followss
a) Reading and Arithmetic:
"r" of .78 or a z-score equivalent of 1.05 for
test scores, "r" of .8? or a z-score equivalent
of 1.26 for "teachers'-marks'1 to indicate a S. E.
of the difference of the z-scores of .036, and
a "t" of 5.83.
b) Reading and English:
"r" of .8JU or a z-score equivalent of 1.22 for
test scores; "r" of .86 or a z-score equivalent
of 1.29 for "teachers'-marks," to indicate a S. E.
of the difference of the z-score of .036, and a
"t" of 1.9U.
c) Reading and Spelling:
nr" of .56 or a z-score equivalent of .63 for
test scoresj "r" of .95 or a z-score equivalent
of 1.83 for "teachers'-marks," to indicate a S. E.
of the difference of the z-score of .036, and a
«t" of 3.33.
d) Arithmetic and English
Hr" of .82 or a z-score equivalent of 1.16 for
test scores; "r" of .52 or a z-score equivalent
of .58 for "teachers'-marks," to indicate a S. E.
of the difference of the z-score of .036, and a
"t« of 6.11.
All "t's" were statistically significant with the exception for
the "t" indicated in Reading and English. This "t» was not
significant for it was less than 2.58 at the one per cent level
of confidence.
Conclusions
The findings of this study warrant that certain conclusions be
drawn: The conclusions so warranted are:
1. The students in this study were not achieving at the level
expected of them.
2. There was significant difference between students' scores
on the achievement test and "teachers'-marks."
3. The teachers in this study were too liberal in issuing grades
to these students.
k. The statistically significant correlations between achievement
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test scores and teachers'-marks in reading, arithmetic,
and English indicated the marks of the teachers in this
are good indices to students' achievements.
5. The statistically significant correlation between Standardized
Tests and "Teachers'-Marks'1 indicate that for this group
there are positive relationships between these factors.
Implications
The findings of this study appear to suggest the implications
for educational theory and practice which are characterize below:
1. The tested differences and correlations between the
Standardized Tests and "Teachers'-Marks" appeared
to suggest the need to expose the students to more
materials and experiences in standardized testing
in order to help improve their performance.
2. The overall general tendency of the group to perform
below the expected grade norms of achievement appeared
to indicate the need for a fruitful testing program
designed to motivate the students to work up to
capacity level.
3. The data of this study appeared to indicate that the
teachers should improve the quality and quantity of
their instruction in order to aid students to per
form closer to the norms.
Recommendstions
The findings, conclusions, and implications appeared to warrant
the recommendations to follow:
1.
2.
The overall instructional program of the Greenard-Watson
Elementary School, needs to be examined and revised to
meet the needs, interests, and abilities of its students.
The findings of this study indicated that the students
of this school were below the norms of expectancy on all
of the standard measures, therefore, to look at the
instructional program is a good starting point for such
self-evaluation of improvement.
A testing program should be initiated. The results of the
tests not revealed in this study indicated that such a
program will deem necessary in the continued efforts of
the school to improve its program.
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3. An increased emphasis upon all types of learning experiences
designed to promote the highest level of academic competence,
k» The inauguration of a program of Counseling and Guidance
in the elementary school to assist the students, at the
earliest possible time, in the direction that would help
them develop to the highest of their capabilities.
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